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Abstract—Financial fraud, such as money laundering, is known to be a serious process of crime that makes illegitimately obtained funds go to terrorism or other criminal activity. This kind of illegal activities involve complex networks of trade and financial transactions, which make it difficult to detect the fraud entities and discover the features of fraud. Fortunately, trading/transaction network and features of entities in the network can be constructed from the complex networks of trade and financial transactions. Trading/transaction network reveals the interaction between entities and thus anomaly detection on trading networks can reveal the entities involved in the fraud activity; while features of entities are the description of entities and anomaly detection on features can reflect details of the fraud activities. Thus, network and features provide complementary information for fraud detection, which has potential to improve fraud detection performance. However, the majority of existing methods focus on networks or features information separately, which doesn't utilize both information. In this paper, we propose a novel fraud detection framework, CoDetect, which can leverage both network information and feature information for financial fraud detection. In addition, CoDetect can simultaneously detecting financial fraud activities and the feature patterns associated with the fraud activities. Extensive experiments on both synthetic data and real world data demonstrate the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed framework in combating financial fraud, especially for money laundering.

Index Terms—Anomaly Feature Detection; CoDetect; Financial Fraud

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, financial fraud activities such as credit card fraud, money laundering, increase gradually. These activities cause the loss of personal and/or enterprises' properties. Even worse, they endanger the security of nation because the profit from fraud may go to terrorism [1][25]. Thus, accurately detecting financial fraud and tracing fraud are necessary and urgent. However, financial fraud detection is not an easy task due to the complex trading networks and transactions involved. Taking money laundering as an example, money laundering is defined as the process of using trades to move money/goods with the intent of obscuring the true origin of funds. Usually, the prices, quantity or quality of goods on an invoice of money laundering are fake purposely. The misrepresentation of prices, quantity or quality of goods on an invoice merely exposes slight difference from regular basis if we use these numbers as features to generate detection policy. Under certain circumstances, this kind of detector may work well with relatively stable trading entities. Unfortunately, the real world situation is more complicated, especially within Free Trade Zones (FTZs) where international trade involves complex procedures and exchange of information between trading entities. The fraud activities, especial money laundering, are deeper stealth. Money laundering activities may take different forms [1] such as the concealing transportation of cash using trading operations; the acquisition and sale of intangibles; and related party transactions. Not only the trading of goods shows on much more diversity, but also different type of companies, shell and front companies involve in to facilitate money laundering. In contrast with other fraud activities, money laundering demonstrates special characteristic which presents high risk to financial system with obscuring the money trail, collectivization behavior and wild trading regions in FTZs.

Many fraud detection models work with attribute-value data points that are generated from transactions data. Some aggregation methods are also used to enrich the information of data [28]. After generating feature points from transactions, supervised and unsupervised methods can be used to perform detection [26][27][34]. Usually, these data points are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, the characteristic of money laundering is different from attribute-value data. The collectivization behavior means the data is inherently linked or partly linked. Obviously, trading activity involves at least two business entities. Linked data is patent not independent and identically distributed, which contradicts the assumptions of traditional supervised and unsupervised methods. On the other side, some linked data is auto correlated. For example, trading between business entity A and B implies that feature points A and B are correlated. Some features used to describe the properties of trading goods can be identical between A and B. This characteristic of auto correlation reduce the effective size of data for learning. Furthermore, feature points don't fuse the interaction information in data. The relations between any business entities indicate the potential causality that means, if businesses on going, fraud entity can be located by other identified fraud entity. This means the entity, which have connection with fraud entity, are suspicious. Consequently, feature based detection models with supervised or unsupervised methods have inherent
Graph-based mining methods are one of the most important theories that attempt to identify relations between data points [3][7][13], as Fig. 1(a) shows. Financial activities can be modeled as a directed graph, then a sparse adjacent matrix can represent this graph. With graph-mining method, the sparse matrix can be approximated as summation of low-rank matrix and outlier matrix. The outlier matrix is a sign of suspicious fraud activities. Exploiting the graph-based mining provides a new perspective for fraud detection and enables us to do advanced research on fraud detection. With the fraud activities detected by graph-based detection technique we are able to draw the conclusion that several business entities involved in fraud, however, we still don’t know how these fraud activities are operated and why these activities labeled as fraud, i.e., the detailed features of the fraud activities. The majority of this how-and-why information is fused in features points, which have essential meaning for financial fraud detection because of the tracing necessity. For example, doing business with misrepresentation of the price may transfer additional value to exporter. The value in this example reveals how did the fraud happen. This simple example requires the detection system to mark value as fraud property. Another example, fraud activities might go deeper stealth with multi-entities involved. If the same good or service invoices a number of different business entities to make the payments, then there are several properties should be consider as suspicious: business location, name, direction, good or service etc. With the knowledge of these suspicious properties, tracing fraud can be much easier for executives.

Thus, graph-based methods can detection suspicious interactions between entities while attribute-feature based methods can reveal the features of the fraud. Graph and attributes provides two complementary information for financial fraud activity detection and fraud property tracing. However, the majority of the existing algorithms exploits these two information separately and thus can not provide a system that can detect the fraud entities and reveal suspicious properties for easy tracing simultaneously.

In this paper, we would like to develop a novel framework for fraud detection by considering the special detecting and tracing demanding of fraud entities and behaviors. Specifically, we investigate: (1) how to utilize both graph matrix and feature matrix for fraud detection and fraud tracing; (2) how to mathematically model both graph matrix and feature matrix so as to simultaneously achieve the tasks of fraud detection and tracing. In an attempt to solve these challenges, we proposed a novel detection framework CoDetect, as Fig. 1(b) shown, for financial data, especially for money laundering data. We incorporate fraud entities detection and anomaly feature detection in the same framework to find fraud patterns and corresponding features simultaneously. Combining entities detection and feature detection enables us to build a novel fraud detection framework for noisy and sparse financial data: relevant fraud patterns help the identification of fraud identities, and relevant features in turn help revealing of the nature of fraud activities.

Fig. 1. Fraud detection using graph mining techniques

Our empirical study on synthetic and real world data sets demonstrates the effectiveness of CoDetect, which does discover the fraud pattern and decide the fraud related properties in an unsupervised manner by seeking the low-rank approximation representations and residual for complex network matrix and feature matrix simultaneously. The major contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

1) Provide an approach to establish weighted graph from financial network, incorporating properties of nodes and links;
2) Demonstrate different scenarios of financial fraud and formulate the patterns of fraud in term of graph and sparse matrix;
3) Propose a novel unsupervised framework, CoDetect, for the problem of complex patterns discovery and anomaly features identification, employing two matrices residual analysis on graph-based financial network;
4) Evaluate framework using synthetic and real world data to demonstrate both effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the characteristic of financial data and typical fraud scenario is demonstrated in Section 2; our detection framework for financial data, CoDetect, with an optimization methods and its detailed convergence analysis, is introduced in Section 3; and the algorithm is introduced in Section 4, empirical evaluation on data set from synthetic and real-world data is presented in
Section 5; the related work is shown in Section 6; and conclude in Section 7.

II. CHARACTERISTIC OF FINANCIAL DATA

Usually, financial transactions involve complex information exchanges between business entities and third party (supervision). Financial fraud activities (money laundering) range from simple technique, such as misrepresentation of the price, quantity or quality of goods on an invoice, to complex networks of financial transactions. For better interpretation of financial activities, we introduce an example case from APG2008 [1][25] to extract elements which we are interested in for analyzing fraud:

Case study: Directors of a company were involved in purchasing large quantities of duty free cigarettes and alcohol to sell on the domestic market contrary to their export duty free status, thus avoiding tax obligations. The company generated fake receipts with an export company detailing their alleged cigarette exports. Investigations confirmed that no such exports had ever been made. Payment was made for the cigarettes on a cash-on-delivery basis. A large number of the company's sales occurred over the internet from customers paying via credit card. A majority of the sales on the internet were illegitimate and came from three different email addresses. Payments for these orders were made from one of two credit cards linked to Belize bank accounts. One card was held in the company name. The money in the Belize bank account was sent there by one of the directors using several fake names from not only Australia but also Belize, Hong Kong and Vietnam. The director conducted structured wire transfers under fake names and front company accounts. The funds were purchased at well-known banks with multiple transactions occurring on the same day at different bank locations and all of the cash transfers conducted in amounts of just under AUD 10,000 to avoid the reporting threshold.

The words in bold type are some properties which can be used for representation of financial activities. Typical these words can be grouped into transactional data such as names, tax ids, addresses and value. In FTZs, service can be traded with less standard value or price which apparently more difficult to substantiate. The services trade presents a much more less standard value or price which apparently more difficult to substantiate. The services trade presents a much more.

Because there is no misrepresentation of price of good or services on commercial invoice. It involves more complicated web of transactions whereby the same good or service is invoiced more than once, often using a number of different financial institutions to make the payments, as Fig. 4 shown. This scenario explains a financial fraud called Ring fraud. Entities A to F all had business trades with Entity G. Because there is no misrepresentation of price of good or services in this kind of fraud, the lines between each pair of entities have no obvious difference in thickness. Even the fraud group in ring can be detected, further information about each entities properties (features) is need for tracking and forensic. So we need to detect the suspicious features. In our framework, we employ additional residual term on feature matrix for this purpose.

Fig. 2. SDLAT data in financial network

SDLAT integrates much more properties from financial network, which enable executives to detect fraud through pattern detection over evolving SDLAT. As we know, the five key elements in SDLAT have large number of physical things. So the SDLAT data is in high dimensional and sparse which present extremely challenge for fraud detection.

A. Financial Fraud Scenarios

There are mainly three scenarios in final fraud. In this subsection, we analyze these three scenarios, which can help us to develop algorithms for fraud detection.

Scenario 1: (Outlier point) Over and under-invoicing of goods and services. The primary activities of this kind of fraud are misrepresentations of price of the good or service for the purpose of illegally transferring additional value between the importer and exporter. Fig. 3 gives an example of this scenario. In Fig. 3, nodes represent entities and links between nodes means trade between them. The thickness of the link can represent the price of the good or service. As we can see, the price of good traded among these four entities are relatively small except that the line between Entity C and Entity D is very thick, which is suspicious and it is likely that there's money laundering between Entity C and Entity D.

Scenario 2: (Merge) Multiple invoicing of goods and services. This kind of fraud makes no misrepresentation of price of the good or services on commercial invoice. It involves more complicated web of transactions whereby the same good or service is invoiced more than once, often using a number of different financial institutions to make the payments, as Fig. 4 shown. This scenario explains a financial fraud called Ring fraud. Entities A to F all had business trades with Entity G. Because there is no misrepresentation of price of good or services in this kind of fraud, the lines between each pair of entities have no obvious difference in thickness. Even the fraud group in ring can be detected, further information about each entities properties (features) is need for tracking and forensic. So we need to detect the suspicious features. In our framework, we employ additional residual term on feature matrix for this purpose.

Fig. 3. Outlier point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Company</th>
<th>Destination Company</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Tax Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique ID</td>
<td>Source Unique ID</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Item ID</td>
<td>Agree ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtypes</td>
<td>Subtypes</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Tax Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Name</td>
<td>Domain Name</td>
<td>Specific Address</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Merge
Scenario 3: (Ring) Related party transactions. Transaction based money laundering requires collusion between commercial entities at both ends of import/export chain, but they don’t need to be linked directly. The good can be traded from one entity to another, and then from another to third party, as Fig. 5 shown. From Entity A to E, each entity has connection with its neighbor, and Entity A and Entity E also has connection which forms a Ring. This is a steal fraud activity which involve tight cooperation in this group. The thickness of line can not work as a sign of detection of fraud. Finally, the trading value may go to the desired entity without triggering the alarm. There is more information needed for tracking and forensic each entity in Ring group. The executive need to know where and how the money go. Under this condition, detecting the suspicious properties of each entity is necessary. In our framework, residual term on feature matrix can perform this task in good manner.

III. A FRAMEWORK OF CODETECT

Before introducing the details of the proposed framework, we first introduce the notations used in this paper. Throughout the paper, matrices are written as boldface capital letters such as \( \mathbf{A} \) and vectors are denoted as boldface lowercase letters such as \( \mathbf{a} \). \( \mathbf{I} \) is the identity matrix. For an arbitrary matrix \( \mathbf{A} \), \( \mathbf{A}_{ij} \) is the \( i \)-th row and \( j \)-th column of \( \mathbf{A} \), which is defined as the summation of absolute elements of \( \mathbf{A} \):

\[
\| \mathbf{A} \|_1 = \sum \sum | \mathbf{A}_{ij} |
\]

Next, we will first introduce how we construct graph and feature matrix from SDLAT. We will then introduce how to perform financial detection on the constructed graph matrix and feature matrix.

A. Graph Matrix and Feature Matrix from SDLAT

In this subsection, we introduce how we construct graph matrix and feature matrix from SDLAT data. Since SDLAT contains the source company and destination company, we can construct a network \( G = \{ v, e \} \) where \( V = \{ v_1, ..., v_N \} \) is a set of \( N \) nodes with each node being a company and \( e \subset V \times V \) is a set of edges. If \( v_i \) is the source company and \( v_j \) is the destination company, we add an edge \( e_{ij} = 1 \) between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \). In addition to the network, each node is also associated with a set of attributes such as location, asset, tax status. We use \( \mathbf{F} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d} \) to represent the feature matrix, where \( d \) is the dimension of the features. The network \( G \) contains the interactions among companies. From the network structure of \( G \), we might able to detect scenario 1 and 3 financial fraud. \( e_{ij} = 1 \) only means that there’s an interaction from \( v_i \) to \( v_j \). To reflect the similarity between the source and destination company, which doesn’t reflect the price of the goods or other properties and thus cannot be used to detect scenario 2. To incorporate information for detecting scenario 2, we also use \( \mathbf{S}_{ij} \) to represent the weight between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \). The weight \( \mathbf{S}_{ij} \) is defined as:

\[
\mathbf{S}_{ij} = e^{-\frac{(f_i - f_j)^2}{\sigma^2}}
\]

where \( f_i \) means the \( i \)-th row of \( \mathbf{F} \) and \( \sigma \) is a scalar to control the scale of the weight. Thus, \( \mathbf{S} \) is the weighted graph information and \( \mathbf{F} \) is the feature matrix. The problem is formally defined as:

Given graph matrix \( \mathbf{S} \) and feature matrix \( \mathbf{F} \), find a function \( f \) which can simultaneously detect fraud activities and trace the properties of the fraud.

B. Anomaly Detection On Graph Matrix

In real-world, the trade are usually among companies of similar type, i.e., companies that deal with similar business are more likely to have interaction. For example, for an IT company \( v_i \) it is more likely to see \( v_j \) to have trade/business with IT companies than fruit companies. This fact makes the graph matrix to have block structures. Companies within the same block are of similar business type and there are more interactions of companies within each block than that of between blocks. In other words, the graph matrix is low-rank[4][44]. Thus, we can represent as \( \mathbf{S} \):

\[
\mathbf{S} = \mathbf{UV}_s + \mathbf{R}_s
\]

where \( \mathbf{U} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times r} \) and \( \mathbf{V}_s \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times r} \) are two low-rank latent feature matrix with \( r \ll N \). The interaction between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) is recovered by the interaction between the latent features of \( u_i \) and \( v_j \) as \( \mathbf{U}(i:) \mathbf{V}_s(j,:)^T \). \( \mathbf{UV}_s^T \) will give a low rank matrix, which mainly recovers the within blocks interactions. \( \mathbf{R}_s \) is the residual matrix, which mainly includes the interaction between the blocks. As we know, the fraud transaction is rare, each two businesses in trading is interdependent. In graph mining, low-rank matrix is used to represent the transactions data[4][45]. Since the interaction between blocks, i.e., the trade between companies of different types, are very rare and very suspicious, \( \mathbf{R}_s \) can be used to capture the suspicious interaction and can thus be used to detect fraud [7]. Given the fact that the majority of interactions are normal and are not financial fraud, we would expect the captured financial fraud to be very sparse. Based on this, we
add the $l_1$ norm on $R_s$, so as to make $R_s$ sparse and can capture real financial fraud. Then the objective function becomes:

$$
\min_{u,v,r_f} \| R_s \|
$$

subject to

$$
S = UV_T^s + R_s
$$

Since $U$ is the latent features of companies and companies form groups, i.e., some companies do similar business, we would expect the latent features of companies within the same group have similar latent features. Based on this, we add the orthogonal constraint on $U$, which is widely used for differentiating groups of features [8]. After adding the orthogonal constraint, Equation (3) becomes:

$$
\min_{u,v,r_f} \| R_s \|
$$

subject to

$$
S = UV_T^s + R_s
$$

$$
U^T U = I
$$

Where norm 1 is used to ensure the detected fraud is rare. $U$ is pseudo class label.

C. Anomaly Detection On Feature Matrix

With residual matrix $R_s$, we can easily clarify how many business entities involve in fraud and what is the pattern of the fraud, e.g. merge or ring. There are still vast of information we don’t know about the fraud, such as location, value, tax etc. which can be represented by SDLAT feature. Those fraud information is valuable to financial executive for fraud tracing. Therefore, anomaly detection on matrix $F$ is necessary. As for normal financial business, we would expect similar feature patterns to have within companies of the same type, such as the price, the location. Therefore, the feature matrix $F$ is naturally low-rank as companies of the same type has similar feature patterns [25]. Based on this observation, we first decompose the feature matrix as $F$ as:

$$
F = UV_T^f + R_f
$$

where $U \in R^{n \times r}$ is the latent representations of the companies and $V_f$ are the latent representations of the SDLAT features. $R_f$ is the residual matrix. For features that cannot be well reconstructed, the corresponding residual will be large, which reflects the anomaly features. Thus, with the residual matrix $R_f$, we can trace the fraud patterns. Since the majority companies don’t involve in financial fraud, we can expect that the residual matrix $R_f$ is sparse. Thus, we also add $l_1$ norm on $R_f$ to make it sparse, which gives us the objective function as:

$$
\min_{u,v_r_f} \| R_f \|
$$

subject to

$$
F = UV_T^f + R_f
$$

Similarly, we add the orthogonal constraint on $U$ to make it discriminative as:

$$
\min_{u,v,r_f} \| R_f \|
$$

subject to

$$
F = UV_T^f + R_f
$$

$$
U^T U = I
$$

D. The CoDetect Framework

Equation (4) models the graph matrix $S$ to detect fraud activities while (7) handles $F$ to trace the fraud patterns. To fully leverage these two matrices for simultaneously detecting financial fraud and tracing fraud patterns, we can combine (4) and (7) together, which results in the objective function of CoDetect:

$$
\arg \min \| R_s \|_1 + \alpha \| R_f \|_1
$$

subject to

$$
S = UV_T^s + R_s
$$

$$
F = UV_T^f + R_f
$$

Where $\alpha$ is a scalar to leverage the contribution of the graph matrix $S$ and feature matrix $F$. The latent company feature matrix $U$ is learned from both $S$ and $F$ as by the constraint $S = U * V_T^s + R_s$ and $F = U * V_T^f + R_f$. Thus information of $S$ and $F$ can flow through $U$ and thus proposed CoDetect is a unified framework that leverages both $U$ and $V$ simultaneously.

IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

The optimization problem in (8) is not convex in $U$, $V_s$ and $V_f$. If we fixed two variables and update only one variable once a time, the problem is convex and can be optimized by Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM) [Boyd et al. 2011]. The (8) can be converted into following equivalent ADMM problem:

$$
\min_{u,v,r_s,r_f} \| R_s \|_1 + \alpha \| R_f \|_1 +
$$

$$
tr \left( \left( S - UV_T^s - R_s \right)^T \left( S - UV_T^s - R_s \right) \right) + tr \left( \left( F - UV_T^f - R_f \right)^T \left( F - UV_T^f - R_f \right) \right)
$$

subject to

$$
U^T U = I
$$

Where $Y_1$, $Y_3$ are two lagrangian multipliers and $\mu$ is a scalar to control the penalty for the violation of equality constraints $S - UV_T^s - R_s$ and $F - UV_T^f - R_f$.

A. Update $U$

To update $U$, we fix the other variables except $U$ and remove terms that are irrelevant to $U$. Then (9) becomes:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{U,V} & \quad \text{tr} \left[ Y^T (S - UV^T - R) \right] \\
& \quad \text{subject to} \quad \text{tr} \left[ V^T Y \right] \leq 1
\end{align*}
\]

where \( A = S - R \) and \( B = F - R_f \). It can be further simplified as:

\[
\min_{U,V} - \text{tr} \left[ U^T N \right] + \mu \text{tr} \left[ V^T Y \right]
\]

where \( N = Y_1V_1 + Y_2V_2 + \mu AV_s + \mu BV_f \). This problem is equivalent to:

\[
\min_{U,V} \text{tr} \left[ U - N \right]
\]

which is the classical Orthogonal Procrustes problem. The following Lemma [Huang et al. 2014] gives the solution to this problem.

Lemma 1. Given the objective in (13), the optimal \( U \) is defined as:

\[
U = PQ^T.
\]

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are the left and right singular vectors of the economic singular value decomposition of \( N \).

\[\text{B. Update } V \]

\[
\min_{V} \text{tr} \left[ Y^T (S - UV^T - R) \right] + \mu \text{tr} \left[ V^T Y \right]
\]

Which is equivalent to:

\[
\min_{V} \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| V - (S - R)^T U - \frac{1}{\mu} Y^T U \right\|^2
\]

Obviously, (16) has a closed form solution as:

\[
V_s = (S - R)^T U + \frac{1}{\mu} Y^T U
\]

Taking the advantage of \( UU^T = I \), the solution can be reformulated as:

\[
Q = VU^T = (S - R)^T + \frac{1}{\mu} Y^T
\]

\[\text{C. Update } V_f \]

\[
\min_{V_f} \text{tr} \left[ Y^T (F - UV^T - R_f) \right] + \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| F - UV^T - R_f \right\|^2
\]

Similarly, it is equivalent to:

\[
\min_{V_f} \text{tr} \left[ Y^T (F - RV^T - R_f) \right] + \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| F - RV^T - R_f \right\|^2
\]

\[
\min_{V_f} \frac{1}{\mu} \left\| V_f (F - R_f) \right\|^2 + \frac{1}{\mu} \left\| Y_f^T \right\|^2
\]

Then comes to a closed form solution:

\[
V_f = \left( F - R_f \right) U + Y_f^T
\]

Similar to update of \( V_s \), the solution can be formulated as:

\[
Q = VU^T = (F - R)^T + \frac{1}{\mu} Y^T
\]

\[\text{D. Update } R_s \]

To update \( R_s \), we fix the other variables except \( R_s \) and remove the terms that are irrelevant to \( R_s \). Then from (9) we have following equation as:

\[
\min_{R_s} \text{tr} \left[ Y^T (S - UV^T - R) \right] + \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| S - UV^T - R \right\|^2
\]

The above subproblem can be rewritten as:

\[
\min_{R_s} \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| R_s - E \right\|^2 + \left\| R_s \right\|^2
\]

where

\[
E = S - UV^T + \frac{1}{\mu} Y
\]

The above equation has a closed form solution by following Lemma (Lin et al. 2010)

Lemma 2. Let \( W \) be a given matrix and \( \lambda \) is a positive scalar. If the optimal solution of

\[
\min_{X} \frac{1}{2} \left\| X - W \right\|^2 + \lambda \left\| X \right\|
\]

is \( X^* \), then \( X^* \) is given as:

\[
X^*_i = S_{\lambda} \left( W_i \right)
\]

where \( S_{\lambda}(\cdot) \) is called soft thresholding operator, which is defined as:

\[
S_{\lambda}(x) = \begin{cases} \lambda & \text{if } x > \lambda \\ x + \lambda & \text{if } x < -\lambda \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Apparently, (24) has the solution given by the soft thresholding operator as:

\[
R_{ij} = S_{\lambda} \left( E_{ij} \right)
\]

\[\text{E. Update } R_f \]

Similarly, to update \( R_f \), we remove terms that are not relevant with \( R_f \) and arrives at:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min \alpha \left\| R_f - Y_f^T (F - UV_f) \right\|_F + \mu \left\| Y_f - Y_f^T (F - UV_f) \right\|_F^2 \\
+ 2 \left\| F - UV_f - R_f \right\|_F^2
\end{align*}
\]

The above function can be written as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min \frac{\mu}{2} \left\| R_f - M \right\|_F^2 + \frac{\alpha}{2} \left\| Y_f - Y_f^T (F - UV_f) \right\|_F^2
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( M = F - UV_f + Y_f \). Similar to the update of \( R_f \), the \( R_f \) can be updated as:
\[
R_f = S_{U_f} \left( M_f \right)
\]

**F. Update} \ Y_f, Y_s, \mu**

Once updating the variable, we now can update the ADMM parameters. Following the similar step in [Boyd et al. 2011], the parameters can be updated as:
\[
\begin{align*}
Y_f &= Y_f + \mu \left( S - UV_f - R_S \right) \\
Y_s &= Y_s + \mu \left( F - UV_f - R_f \right) \\
\mu &= \min \left( \rho \mu, \mu_{\max} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \rho > 1 \) is a parameter to control the convergence speed and \( \mu_{\max} \) is a larger number to prevent \( \mu \) becomes too large.

**G. Algorithm**

Now, the framework of CoDetect can be summarized in Algorithm 1. We use K-means to initialize the variables \( U_s \), \( V_s \), and \( V_f \).

To accelerate the convergence speed, we follow the common way to initialize the \( U_s \), \( V_s \), and \( V_f \) with the k-means methods. In the specific, we apply k-means to cluster rows of \( S \), and set \( Y_s = UV_s \) and \( Y_f = UV_f \). \( \mu \) is typically set in the range of to \( 10^6 \) to \( 10^3 \) initially depending on the data sets and is updated in each iteration. \( \mu_{\max} \) is set to be a large value, \( 10^{10} \). Parameter \( \rho \) is empirically set to 1.1 to give relatively stable converge speed.

The convergence of the ADMM guarantee the convergence of our algorithm. As usual, we set \( J_{t+1} - J_t \) as convergence criteria, where \( J_t \) is the object function value in (9). In our experiments, we also set another parameter maxIter to control the number of iterations for reducing the computational cost in special case. Experiments on two graph datasets find that our algorithm converges within 40 iterations.

**Algorithm 1 CoDetect**

**Input:** Similarity matrix \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \), feature matrix \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times M} \); \( \alpha \), low rank size \( r \)

**Output:** Similarity matrix residual \( R_s \), feature matrix residual \( R_f \)

1. Initialize \( \mu = 10^{-3} \); \( \rho = 1.1 \); \( \mu_{\max} = 10^{10} \)
2. repeat
3. Calculate \( Q_s = S - R_s + 1 \mu Y_s^T \)
4. Update \( V_s \) using (17)
5. Calculate \( Q_f = F - R_f + 1 \mu Y_f^T \)
6. Update \( V_f \) using (21)
7. Calculate \( E = S - UV_f + 1 \mu Y_f^T \)
8. Update \( R_s \) using (28)
9. Calculate \( M = F - UV_f + 1 \mu Y_s^T \)
10. Update \( R_f \) using (31)
11. Calculate \( A = S - R_s \), \( B = F - R_f \)
12. Calculate \( N = Y_1 V_s + Y_2 V_f + \mu AV_s + \mu BV_f \)
13. Update \( U \) by Lemma 1
14. Update \( Y_1, Y_2, \mu \)
15. until convergence
16. Output \( R_s, R_f \) as anomaly in \( S, F \)

**H. Computation Complexity Analysis**

The computation cost for \( V_s \) is the computation of \( V_s = (S - R_s) U + \frac{1}{\mu} Y_1 U \)

Which is \( O(N^2 r) \) for each iteration. Similarly, the computation cost for \( V_f \) is the computation of
\[
V_f = \left( F - R_f \right)^T + \frac{1}{\mu} Y_f^T U_f
\]
Which is \( O(N dr) \) for each iteration.

The computation cost for \( R_s \) is the computation of
\[
E = S - UV_f + 1 \mu Y_s^T
\]
and update of \( R_s \) using (28), which are \( O(N r) \) and \( O(N^2 r) \), respectively. Similarity, the computation cost for
R_f involves the computation of M and update of R_f, which are O(Ndr) and O(Nd), respectively.

The main computation cost of U involves the computation of N and its SVD decomposition, which is O(Ndr) and O(Nr²). The computational cost for Y and Y_2 are both O(Nd). Therefore, the overall time complexity is O(Ndr + Nr² + N²r). Since d >> k, the final computation cost is O(Ndr + N²r) for each iteration.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the synthetic data and real world data from ICIJ Offshore Leaks Database. We only extract 100 financial entities and 2,000 transactions from this data set. Then we inject fraud patterns into this synthetic data. Under this setting, we have a sparse graph matrix, S with size of 100 ×100 and 2,000 points in matrix. And we also have a feature matrix, F with size of 100 ×30. Then we can perform qualitative analysis which provide a illustrative perspective for detection results.

Money Laundering Data. This data set is from ICIJ Offshore Leaks Database. We filter out uncompleted rows from the data set which leaves us a data set with 29,265 financial entities, and 571,113 transactions. We extract features from the transactions which is F, and build weighted graph S as described in previous section as: if two financial entities have trading history, there is an edge between them and the weight of the edge is calculated from the features of the two entities. Unfortunately, the fraud activates are not reported in this data sets. Any detected anomaly may not be considered as financial fraud. So we can't make these anomaly as ground-truth for evaluation. In our experiments, we randomly inject one of the fraud patterns into graph, we want to see if CoDetect can detect it from the residual matrix R_f, at the same time, to see if CoDetect can reveal the anomaly feature from the residual matrix R_f.

Insurance Fraud Data. This data set is from insurance company benchmark (COIL2000) data set [45] which has 86 attributes for each customer records. Reviewing from attribute 65 to 85, we know that each customer can under subset of insurance policies. Then we form a bi-party graph for the representation that whether the customer is under certain insurance policies or not. This bi-party graph is S. And the rows of original data set is F. The last attribute can be used as target label for evaluation. In real life, the fraud data is accounting of small portion of data set. To fit this criterion, we filter out records with target label 1. The data set with target label 0 is consider to be normal. For each experiment we inject 10% records with target label 1. Then we construct S and F. We repeat the experiment 10 times for fully coverage of records with target label 1. And mean value of the performance is calculated.

Credit Card Fraud Data. Statlog (German Credit Data) data set is used in our study. The preprocessing is similar to the preprocessing of COIL2000. In Statlog, attribute 4, qualitative is used to form the bi-party graph from data set where there is a connection if customer ran their credit card for the purpose in attribute 4. Then we have the matrix S and matrix F. We filter out record with label 2 and the remaining data set is considered to be normal. For each experiment we inject 10% records with label 2 as outliers. Then we construct S and F. We repeat the experiment 10 times for fully coverage of records with target label 2. And mean value of the performance is calculated.

B. Qualitative Analysis On Graph Matrix S

The outputs of algorithm 1 are graph similarity matrix residual R and graph feature matrix residual R_f. With matlab sparse matrix toolbox, we can plot these two matrices as identifications of fraud patterns in graph. We can have a more illustrative way to spot the fraud activities in graph. CoDetect can perform fraud detection on graph matrix and identify the anomaly feature corresponding to this fraud simultaneously. From (1), we know that parameter control the anomaly contribution from feature matrix. If we set , CoDetect degenerate into a general matrix factorization method. This method is chosen as a baseline. Then we can compare CoDetect with other state-of-art detection methods based on matrix factorization, robust PCA(RPCA) [39] and Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) [40]. We follow a direct way to construct detectors by using original matrix minus low rank matrix as approximated by PCA and SVD respectively. As a common practice, the parameters in detection models are tuned via cross-validation. We inject one type of fraud pattern into graph each time to build S and F.

In this set of experiments, we evaluate CoDetect in two scenarios: (1) with , we observe how different detection model fare, and (2) with , i.e., performing fraud detection with state-of-art models first, we examine how these detection models compare with CoDetect. For CoDetect, we set for synthetic data. Figure 6 depicts the experiments results on matrix S.

When , the performance of CoDetect degrades. As the second column in Fig. 6 shown, CoDetect generates false positive detection. In short, when , outlier detection on helps. CoDetect consistently outperforms RPCA and SVD.
The main reason is: from algorithm 1, U transfers fraud knowledge between S and F which suppress the false positives. When $\alpha = 0$, there is no knowledge transferring.

Taking merge fraud patterns as an example, from Fig. 6(b), merge fraud pattern is a red line in similarity matrix. This means multi financial entities have business with one entity, as fraud scenario 2 shown (Fig. 4). RPCA detects all three fraud patterns as CoDetect does, but there are some false positive detection generated by RPCA and CoDetect with $\alpha = 0$. SVD generates more false positive detection as each sub-figure shown.

C. Qualitative Analysis On Feature Matrix F

The second set of experiments is to evaluate detection performance on feature matrix F. We also evaluate CoDetect in two scenarios: (1) the first is to use objective function in Section 3.3 that is performing detection only on F, and (2) with $\alpha \neq 0$, i.e., performing fraud detection with state-of-art models first, we examine how these detection models on F compare with CoDetect. For CoDetect, we set $\alpha = 0.1$ for synthetic data. We inject one type of fraud pattern into transaction each time to build S and F. Figure 7 depicts the experiments results on matrix F.

Similar to the results on matrix S, the performance of CoDetect degrades when using objective function only. CoDetect generates false positives on F. When $\alpha \neq 0$, CoDetect outperforms RPCA and SVD on F with no false positives. As we already known, U transfers fraud knowledge between S and F. The benefit don’t stop here. The pseudo class label U can be working as a indicator for tracing and forensic the fraud. Taking merge fraud as an example, from Figure(b), several columns are located as anomaly features. They are properties of Direction, Service and Value from SDLAT. These anomaly feature help executive to trace and forensic the fraud. We can easily locate the feature(s) which result in the fraud. From Figure 7(a) middle one, the red dot in green circle is detected an outlier fraud pattern by CoDetect. This means there is a common weight between two nodes (node 43 and node 85 in our experiments). Correspondingly, from Figure 7(c), the row 43 and 85 are detected as fraud nodes and column 18 to 21 are located as anomaly features. In SDLAT, feature 18 to 21 are all related to value of trading. Obviously, we can detect the fraud entities and anomaly feature simultaneously, the anomaly feature reveal the nature of the fraud.

Essentially, from (8), we know that U guarantee the relation between anomaly points and anomaly feature and also suppress the false positive rate. These anomaly features are some important complementary information for anomaly points detected on graph matrix. In comparison, RPCA and SVD can only work on feature matrix, and generate much more false detection on feature matrix shown on Figure 7. Even we can use RPCA and SVD on graph matrix and feature matrix respectively, we hardly establish the relation between the detected anomaly. From perspective of security executive, we know fraud happen but we are not able to trace and forensic.

D. Evaluation with Matrix Factorization Methods
We evaluate the detection accuracy on similarity matrix and feature matrix respectively. We inject three fraud patterns into two dataset respectively. We first perform the experiments by CoDetect, Robust PCA and SVD for the comparison of accuracy on similarity. RPCA and SVD are used to extract top $k$ rank components, then we obtain the residual matrix by original matrix minus top $k$ rank components. Here $k$ is set to 5. We omit the parameter analysis and only report the best performance on RPCA and SVD. We repeat the experiments 20 times and report the mean accuracy on similarity matrix. From Fig. 8 we see that CoDetect and RPCA achieves high detection accuracy on similarity matrix from synthetic data and real life data. We perform the experiments on feature matrix. From Fig. 9 we see that the RPCA and SVD detection accuracy drops dramatically. CoDetect achieve high detection accuracy on feature matrix.

**Time Performance Analysis.** We evaluate the time performance here. The experiments are all performed on machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CUP @ 2.60GHz and 32GB memory, running Windows 7. Each experiment is repeated 20 times and we report the mean time in second. We first evaluate the scalability of CoDetect with retune the size of graph. We tune the size of graph from 5,000 to 25,000 and tune
the edge number from $5 \times 10^5$ to $15 \times 10^5$, then inject three fraud patterns into each graph. Then we evaluate the detection time performance in term of second. We find that CoDetect converge to threshold in 10 iteration mostly. So we set the iteration to 10 in order to reducing the computation cost. The result is presented in Fig. 10. It can be seen that CoDetect scales almost linearly with retune the graph size and number of edge. All the detection can be completed in acceptable time. The next experiments are performed using Iknow.com dataset with about 27,000 nodes and 5,600,000 edges. We compare the time performance of CoDetect, RPCA and SVD with different number of rank, $r$ for computing the residual matrix. The result is presented in Fig. 11. Clearly, CoDetect achieves high time performance.

From Fig. 12 we see that CoDetect achieves high detection accuracy on similarity matrix from synthetic data and real world data. We perform the experiments on feature matrix. As Fig. 13 show, CoDetect achieve high detection accuracy on feature matrix.

**E. Evaluation With Subspace Clustering Methods**

The fraud patterns can be represented as anomaly in subspace of graph matrix and feature matrix. Anomaly detection using subspace clustering base on the assumption that cluster in subspace with small samples means anomaly [24]. The next experiment is to evaluate CoDetect with three methods MAFIA [42], SCHISM [43] and DiSH [44], that have best subspace clustering performance reported in[41]. We follow the recommended parameters setting for three clustering methods. We change the number of cluster for anomaly detection and report the best.

From Fig. 12 we see that CoDetect achieves high detection accuracy on similarity matrix from synthetic data and real world data. We perform the experiments on feature matrix. As Fig. 13 show, CoDetect achieve high detection accuracy on feature matrix.

**Time Performance Analysis.** We set rank size $r = 5$ and fix iteration = 20 for CoDetect. We perform the time evaluation in two ways. The first one is to fix number of nodes, and evaluate the time performance with retune the number of edges. The second one is to fix number of edges, and evaluated time performance with retune the number of nodes. The result is presented in Fig. 14. Clearly, CoDetect achieves high time performance in all ways.

---

**Fig. 10.** Detection time in second with different number of nodes and edges

**Fig. 11.** Comparison of time with different rank size.

**Fig. 12.** Detection accuracy on graph-based similarity matrix with subspace clustering. CoDetect achieve high detection accuracy on all fraud patterns.

**Fig. 13.** Detection accuracy on feature matrix with subspace clustering. CoDetect achieve high detection accuracy on all fraud patterns.
H. Akoglu et al. [3] proposed a new way to construct feature for better mining of patterns in financial data. J. Sun et al. [10] segment the bidirectional graph for the anomaly detection. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review the related work on financial fraud detection, and then we review anomaly detection which employs similar techniques or methods with fraud detection.

Financial Fraud Detection. Financial fraud detection concerns about the detection of fraud in insurance, credit card, telecommunications and other financial crime activities such as money laundering [26][36][32][34].

Statistical models have been used for detection of financial fraud[35]. A. Correa et al.[38] improve the detection performance by calibrating probabilities before establishing Bayes model. HMM model is used to model the customers' credit card shopping patterns for detection of credit card fraud[27]. The shopping items indicate the hidden state and the corresponding prices from certain ranges are the observation. LR(Logistic Regression), Support Vector Machines(SVMs) and Random Forest(RF) are evaluated for credit card detection. The detection models are built on primary features and derived features from transaction [30]. C. Whitrow et al.[28] proposed a new preprocessing strategy for better fraud detection with SVMs and KNN classification. Transactions aggregated in term of time window, then data with new features is used to model the pattern. W. Wei et al.[29] addressed the problem of unbalanced financial data and employed cost-sensitive neural network to punish the misclassification of fraud transaction. Y. Sahin et al. [33] incorporate cost function into decision tree to boost performance on unbalanced data. Following the general procedure of classification, feature selection is proceed to boost the detection performance of credit card fraud [31]. J. Perols [35] performed a systematic analysis of financial fraud detection with popular statistical and machine learning models.

The evaluation is under the supervised manner. All these methods rely on accurate identification of fraud patterns from data set and these methods also suffer from the problem of unbalanced data. R. J. Bolton et al. [37] perform fraud detection with clustering methods. This unsupervised manner is under the assumption that small cluster indicates the anomaly in data. CoDetect is an unsupervised model which is based on matrices co-factorization. The matrices from graph represent the genuine proprieties(features and connections) of financial data. The detection results give a better understanding of fraud patterns and furthermore, help to trace the originate of fraud groups.

Anomaly Detection. Financial fraud detection only focuses on a particulars domain: financial activities. Anomaly detection tries to nd patterns in data that is unusual seen or out of expectation [11]. So anomaly detection can be seen as a general form of fraud detection. Fraud detection is one application of anomaly detection [4]. Two techniques are most related to fraud detection. One is one-class classification [16]. Another one is clustering based outlier detection [19]. One-class classification usually based on the assumption that the detection model is built on data which is generated from one or several statistical distributions [17][14]. This assumption might not hold when encountering high dimensional data with bit portion of corrupted items [23][24][22]. There is lot of work on graph-based outlier detection [6]. L. Akoglu et al. [3] proposed a new algorithm on graph-based anomaly detection. W. Eberle et al. [5] discovered structural information for anomaly detection from graph-based data. J. Sun et al. [10] segment the bi-parties graph for the anomaly detection. H. Tong et al. [7] proposed a novel algorithm for better detection and interpretation of anomaly in graph-based data. K. Henderson et al. [13] proposed a new way to construct feature for better mining performance from graph-based data. More recently, much attentions have been payed to time-involving graph [15][18][12][20]. There are lots of work on social mining from
graph-based data [21].

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose a new framework, CoDetect, which can perform fraud detection on graph-based similarity matrix and feature matrix simultaneously. It introduces a new way to reveal the nature of financial activities from fraud patterns to suspicious property. Furthermore, the framework provides a more interpretable way to identify the fraud on sparse matrix. Experimental results on synthetic and real world data sets show that the proposed framework (CoDetect) can effectively detect the fraud patterns as well as suspicious features. With this co-detection framework, executives in financial supervision can not only detect the fraud patterns but also trace the original of fraud with suspicious feature.

Financial activities are involving with time. We can represent these activities into similarity tensor and feature tensor. So we would like to study how to integrate tensor into co-detect framework for fraud detection.
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